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Fat Cow Review
FatCow internet hosting firm has an uncommon title, but what they provide is typical when in comparison with the other
website hosting companies we have reviewed. Nevertheless, the webhosting service does have a certain appeal, and
you'll see it all over their website. Notably endearing are all of the little cow jokes and nicknames that play a role in their
service. This webhosting service&rsquo;s representatives pleasure themselves on straightforward service with out the
techno-speak and complex service plans.
FatCow is another Green Internet hosting provider that has appeared available on the market in 1998 and affords low
cost Magento hosting. It's one hundred% powered by renewable energy. From the very begin it was meant to offer an
alternative in Net hosting. FatCow does not confuse its prospects with technical particulars of the internet hosting plans
and different webhosting related complicated things. Its founders determined to be the primary to current to their
prospects the &ldquo;one plan one value&rdquo; philosophy. During the years this plan has advanced including new
options and services, but the unique idea of simplicity and customer friendly strategy has remained.
Internet hosting Package deal:
The pricing for this webhosting service is slightly complicated as a result of they don't provide you with a monthly price.
As a substitute, they are saying that they charge $sixty six per year, which breaks all the way down to be about $5.50 per
month. Of their plan, you get limitless cupboard space, month-to-month bandwidth, POP3 email addresses and extra
FTP consumer and sub person accounts. Your area title, the web site builder and all the scripts they offer are also
included. For eCommerce clients, the service gives shopping cart software program and a secure SSL server. To top it
all off, you may get your a reimbursement inside 30 days in case you don't love what they're giving you.
Ease of Use:
FatCow takes pride in making each one in every of their features straightforward enough for a beginning consumer to
master. Their customer service crew, which is aptly dubbed "The Moo Crew," is ready and waiting 24 hours a day and
seven days per week to assist you in case any issues arise. However, the service is easy enough to make use of that it is
best to have comparatively few technical issues.
Assist & Support:
For buyer help, this website hosting service provides convenient 24/7 support by way of telephone, email and stay chat
support. Additionally they have step-by-step tutorials and an intensive FAQs library. Their customizable control panel
helps to make what's already easy to make use of even easier and extra convenient.
Web site Creation Instruments:
The webhosting service&rsquo;s web site builder is simple to make use of however affords sufficient superior options
permitting it to enchantment to both newbie and skilled users. The service integrates Google Custom Search, which
permits customers to go looking within your website, and Webmaster Tools, which give you proper features to handle
your website. The web hosting service also supports WordPress, Gallery2 and phpBB, permitting you to show your web
site into a weblog or add message boards and picture galleries to it.
Server Access:
This website hosting service&rsquo;s characteristic listing says it affords FTP access, however doesn't include any info
on if they offer anonymous FTP, .htaccess assist or Cron Jobs compatibility. Subsequently, Fat Cow&rsquo;s server
entry pales in comparison to that provided by greater-rating companies in our lineup.
Advertising Tools:
FatCow&rsquo;s advertising and marketing software repertoire consists of Google AdWords, Yahoo!/Bing Search
Advertising and Fb advertising credit with their plan. In addition they give their prospects a free Yellowpages.com
itemizing and a 60-day trial membership with RatePoint. HubSpot&rsquo;s Website Grader rounds out their advertising
and marketing instruments, however you could find it on-line free with out having to signal-up for this service.
Reporting and Statistics:
FatCow says they offer "web analytics tools," but they're obscure as to what that actually entails. Whether or not they
assist you to take a look at your log files stays unclear as well.
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Greatest Rattling Web Hosts has picked FatCow as the present 2 internet hosting service. The FatCow hosting plan is
"beefed up" with everything you will have to build a successful online presence.
Their "Moo Crew" assist workforce ensures to reply your name in lower than 2 minutes did so in both of our test calls that
have been answered properly. We had been off the line in less than 5 minutes. In addition they supply quite a few ways
to seek out your answer with out even choosing up the phone. Their help section is full of tutorials, faqs and other useful
resources.
FatCow has "Level & Click" web site building instruments for new webmasters and all the pieces that experienced
internet genies are looking for as well. We all the time use our own web site constructing software program and upload
through FTP, which is really easy to setup with these guys.
The Software Set up Wizard makes it simple to install numerous free applications from photo galleries, forums and blogs
to purchasing carts, catalogs and PayPal. The Set up Wizard must be our favorite function that any net hosts offers.
iPage and FatCow essentially have the identical Set up Wizard.
The FatCow plan additionally boasts limitless customizable e-mail addresses (you@yourdomain.com) and free
advertising. In addition they provide you with $75 in free main search engine promoting credit (Google & Yahoo) together
with a FREE DOMAIN NAME!!! FatCow is a prime contender hosting services.
Conclusion:
Fats Cow Net Hosting is a great place to create a website. They provide all the services that competing webhosting firms
offer at an incredible value. Their website is safe and straightforward to use, and there is always quick friendly help while
you need assistance. Fat Cow can also be a green firm, and that's something to feel good about. Test them out for extra
info, and begin building your very personal website today.
The hosting package deal is nice value and there's a lot of bandwidth and disk space for a small annual fee. There's a
plethora of further features including limitless e-mails, PHP, FrontPage extensions, e-commerce applications and so
much more. The corporate presents excellent customer support 24/7 by the Moo Crew, via e-mail, stay chat and direct
phone contact. Fats Cow has an efficient hosting infrastructure and a 30-day money-again guarantee. The functions are
person-pleasant, enabling even a novice to create a website with a minimum of fuss and problems.
So what more can you ask from an internet hosting firm?
If you are ready to subscribe to Fatcow hosting, make sure you apply the FatCow coupons below, as the Fat Cow
Coupon Codes can provide you with tremendous savings. Try out Fat Cow Coupons below and save today!
fat cow coupons
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